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Company Overview:
Citywide Banks (“CWB”) began operations in 1963, at which time it was called Aurora National Bank. In 1999 multiple
charters were merged together, with all branches named CWB. CWB as of 3/31/15 reports having approximately $1.263
billion in total asset, with 12 branch locations located throughout the Denver/Boulder metropolitan area. CWB is a
family owned operation, with the Schmitz family owning the controlling interest. CWB offers a broad array of banking
services, however primarily focuses on commercial banking. CWB specializes in relationship development and prides
itself as a high customer satisfaction provider. Being a community bank as opposed to a large national bank, gives CWB
the ability to tailor the credit relationship for its clients instead of forcing them into a standardized product line.
Through varying economies, CWB has maintained its profitability each year. This breeds security and stability. It also lets
us remain independent and focused on providing Denver businesses access to capital to grow and create new local jobs.
It empowers us to further our involvement in non-profit and charitable organizations that can positively impact the
Denver community. It enables us to invest in new technologies related to improved operational efficiencies, expanded
information security, and added service solutions for customers. Most importantly, it allows us to deliver custom
banking solutions based on the same values that Vince Schmitz began instilling into our bank back in 1963.

Year Founded:
1963

Core Services:
Citywide Banks specializes in commercial lending and treasury management solutions customized for small to
midsize businesses in the Front Range. All of our operations are focused on serving the Denver/Boulder community

What Makes Us Different:
By being locally owned and operated all decisions are made in Denver, which provides both faster approval times as
well as credit decision makers that understand the Denver market. In addition, CWB's customer service is second to
none, providing human relationships instead of a 1800 computer customer service experience.

A Snapshot of Our Client List: See reference list for client list. Citywide Banks is very concerned with client
confidentiality, but does bank a number of Denver's larger industry leaders.
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